
 

Spelling Lesson 16 – Riding Freedom  

risky  Sentence: The risky stunt required safety equipment. Definition: involving danger or potential hazard  

track  Sentence: We raced on the track for the meet. Definition: a path that has been laid or left or followed  

topic  Sentence: The topic of her essay was weather patterns. Definition: a subject to be researched or 
discussed  

blank  Sentence: The paper was blank until I began drawing. Definition: empty, not written or drawn on  

question  Sentence: Please raise your hand to ask a question. Definition: an inquiry about something one 
wants to know  

pocket  Sentence: I keep my keys in the pocket of my pants. Definition: sewn pouch for holding or carrying  

monkey  Sentence: A monkey swung by his tail in the tree. Definition: a small animal with a long tail, a primate  

junk  Sentence: That broken pen is junk, throw it away! Definition: a discarded or worthless thing  

equal  Sentence: As a fellow colleague, you are my equal. Definition: person or thing with same status or value  

ache  Sentence: Her injured arms ache with pain. Definition: to throb, swell or be in pain  

public  Sentence: The public is invited to a community meeting. Definition: the people of a community  

attack  Sentence: They will attack early by striking at dawn. Definition: strike upon with force  

struck  Sentence: He struck the baseball with the bat. Definition: to have hit with something  

earthquake  Sentence: Pictures hanging on the wall fell during the earthquake. Definition: sudden movement 
in Earth's crust  

picnic  Sentence: We had a picnic out on the lawn at lunchtime. Definition: a casual meal eaten outdoors  

banker  Sentence: The banker took money out of the vault. Definition: a person who works at a financial 
institution  

electric  Sentence: Electric tools must be plugged into outlets. Definition: pertaining to electricity, power  

blanket  Sentence: I cover myself with a blanket to stay warm. Definition: a large cloth often used to keep 
warm  

mistake  Sentence: I fixed my mistake and got the answer right. Definition: an accidental error  

stomach  Sentence: My stomach growls when I am hungry. Definition: an organ in the body that digests food 


